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Abstract. We illustrate with concrete examples the systematic explo-
ration of Tuple Theory in a bottom-up and top-down way.
In the bottom-up exploration we start from two axioms, add new notions
and in this way we build the theory, check all the new notions introduced
and prove some of them by the new prover which we created in the
TH∃OREM∀ system.
In order to synthesize some algorithms on tuples (like e. g. insertion-
sort) we use an approach based on proving. Namely, we start from the
specification of the problem (input and output condition) and we con-
struct an inductive proof of the fact that for each input there exists a
solution which satisfies the output condition. The problem will be re-
duced to smaller problems, the method will be applied like in a ”cas-
cade” and finally the problem is so simple that the corresponding al-
gorithm (function) already exists in the knowledge. The algorithm can
be then extracted immediately from the proof. We present an experi-
ment on synthesis of the insertion-sort algorithm on tuples, based on the
proof existence of the solution. This experiment is paralleled with the
construction (exploration) of the appropriate theory of tuples.
The main purpose of this research is to concretely construct examples of
theories and to reveal the typical activities which occur in theory explo-
ration, in the context of a specific application – in this case algorithm
synthesis by proving.

1 Introduction

Mathematics is a technique of solving problems and the essence of mathematics is
proving. By reasoning about the problems we obtain knowledge. This knowledge
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can be managed for theory exploration and reasoning about the knowledge can
be implemented on computers.

In [3], the author talks about automated theorem proving versus mathemat-
ical theory exploration using computers and explains that automated theorem
proving does not mean only to prove a single theorem, it means that by making
the proof we are doing the process of exploring theory using computers. And he
explains all the steps that one should follow in the process of exploration using
the TH∃OREM∀ system.

In our paper we present a complete exploration of Tuple Theory, using the
TH∃OREM∀ system. Our Tuple Theory is similar with the one described in [22],
[27], [3], [11]. In contrast with the existent Tuple Theory from the TH∃OREM∀
system, based on higher order predicate logic, in our approach we use first order
predicate logic, because this increases the feasibility of proving.

We use the TH∃OREM∀ system [8] – see www.theorema.org (implemented
on top of Mathematica [26]), because this is a software system for automated
theorem proving which uses mathematical logic and offers support for the user to
formalize and to introduce new mathematical notions, to introduce conjectures
and to prove the new notions introduced, to extract algorithms from the proved
theorems, and to use these algorithms for computing, solving, for writing articles
for publications, writing courses, etc. The syntax is similar with mathematical
logic and the proofs appear in a separate window and are generated in natural
style, easy to read.

So, as a convention, in this paper all the definitions, axioms, propositions are
written in the frame of the TH∃OREM∀ system.

1.1 Mathematical Theories

Mathematical theories (on computer or not) are built incrementally starting
from a set of axioms, definitions and by adding propositions which we check and
prove. A mathematical theory is expressed by the language, the knowledge base
and the inference rules. The language ”L” contains a set of predicate, function,
and constant symbols. The knowledge base ”KB” contains a set of predicate
logic formulae over the language: axioms, theorems, properties. The inference
rules ”IR” are rules that describe the reasoning system for the theory. The
rules describe how to transform the current proof situation into a new one.

Theory = 〈L,KB, IR〉

1.2 Systematic Exploration of Mathematical Theories

One can explore mathematical theories in a bottom-up or/and in a top-down
way.

In the bottom-up exploration we start from a set of axioms and we add new
notions that we check. We add properties describing the new notions introduced
and we prove the propositions. In this way we build an entire theory. In section
2 we present the way we build the Tuple Theory in the bottom-up way.
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In top-down exploration we start from the specification of the problem (input
and output conditions) and we have to find an algorithm that satisfies the speci-
fication. This process is paralleled with exploring (building) the theory of tuples.
In section 3 we describe, in general, the method that we use in order to synthe-
size algorithms and also an experiment on synthesis of the sorting algorithms
for tuples, in particular the insertion-sort algorithm.

The process of systematic exploration of mathematical theories has a lot
of advantages: all the information that the mathematician needs are visible and
more accessible, he can use them without the need of thinking what is the notion
that he has to know for proving something. Using computers it will be very
useful for mathematicians because they do not have to do everything by hand
and computers are much more faster than humans.

1.3 Related Work

Strategies for the systematic exploration of theories in a bottom-up and in a top-
down way one can find in [3]. In fact many of the definitions and assumptions
from Tuple Theory which we use in this paper are developed in that research
work. Our previous work on bottom-up exploration of Tuple Theory is presented
in [15].

Program synthesis in computational logic is a well studied field. For an
overview of several approaches that have been investigated see [2]. A tutorial
on synthesis of programs one can find in [20].

Deductive techniques for program synthesis are presented in [21] and tech-
niques for constructing induction rules for deductive synthesis proofs are pre-
sented in [9].

Bruno Buchberger introduces a method for algorithm synthesis, called ”lazy
thinking”, see [4] and also a model for theory exploration using schemes, see [5].
The ”lazy thinking” method is implemented in the TH∃OREM∀ system [8], see
[6]. In this approach, a “program schemata” (the structure of the solving term)
is given to the synthesis procedure. In contrast, in our approach this schemata
is also discovered by the procedure, only the inductive principle of the domain
is given. Another approach for automatize the synthesis of logic programs was
introduced in [18].

A case study on exploration of natural numbers based on schemes (a bottom-
up exploration) is done in [16] and also the decomposition of natural numbers
(top-down exploration) in [12].

In [13] one can see how to use program transformation techniques to develop
six versions of sorting algorithms. For classifications of the sorting algorithms
see [19], [17], [23].

The synthesis of sorting algorithms on tuples in higher order predicate logic,
using the ”lazy thinking” method you can find in [11]. A case study on synthesis
of the Merge-Sort algorithm one can find in [24], [25].

In this paper we explore the Tuple Theory in a bottom-up and in a top-
down way. In the top-down way we use a method for proving in the context
of constructive synthesis that is applied like in a ”cascade” to all the reduced
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problems. Other case studies using this method on synthesis of some algorithms
for tuples you can find in [14].

In contrast with the other case studies on sorting algorithms existent in the
literature, in particular sorting of tuples, in our approach we use a different
method for synthesize the algorithms and the use as much as possible of first
order logic. This method was introduced in 2008, for details see [10]. A case
study of transforming recursive procedures into tail recursive using this method
of synthesis one can find in [1].

2 Context

2.1 Tuple Theory - Bottom-Up Exploration

The Tuple Theory is expressed by the language, the knowledge base and the
inference rules.

The language ”Tuple-L” is similar with the one described in [22],[7] and is a
set of predicate, function, and constant symbols. The predicates are: the unary
predicate ”IT” that describes the type of the objects from the theory (”IT”
stands for ”Is Tuple”) and the binary equality ”=” predicate. The functions are:
the binary function ”^” that adds an element at the beginning of a tuple and
the unary identity ”Id” function. As a constant we consider the empty tuple
represented by 〈〉.

Tuple− L = 〈〈IT, =〉, 〈^, Id〉, 〈〈〉〉〉
The Knowledge base consists from a set of axioms: the generation and the

unicity. These axioms are describing a tuple. The ”generation” axiom states
that the empty tuple is a tuple and that by adding an element to a tuple we also
obtain a tuple. The ”unicity” axiom states that by adding an element to a tuple
we cannot obtain the empty tuple, and that two tuples u ^ X and v ^ Y are
equal if and only if u = v and X = Y. We will express them using the syntax
from the TH∃OREM∀ system:

Axiom["generation",
(IT[〈〉])

∀
a,IT[X]

IT[a ^ X] ]

Axiom["unicity",
∀

u,IT[X]
(u ^ X 6= 〈〉)

∀
u,v,IT[X],IT[Y ]

((u ^ X = v ^ Y )⇒ ((u = v) ∧ (X = Y ))) ]

The induction axiom:

Axiom["induction principle",
(F[〈〉]

∧
∀

a,IT[X]
(F[X]⇒ F[a ^ X]))⇒ ∀

IT[X]
F[X] ]
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The inference mechanism is lifted from the induction axiom, where F stands for
any predicate.

The notations: 〈〉 is the empty tuple, a ^ 〈〉 is a tuple having one single
element, a ^ X is an element added to the tuple X. This notations allows to
use only first order predicate logic.

Note that in our formalism we use square brackets as in f [x] for function
application and for predicate application, instead of the usual round parantheses
as in f(x).

For the bottom-up exploration of this Tuple Theory we start from the two
axioms ”generation” and ”unicity” and introduce in the knowledge base new
notions like: concatenation of 2 tuples, the function that replaces an element
from a tuple, the definition for the minimum element from a tuple, the definition
for adding an element at the end of a tuple, the definition for the reverse of a
tuple, the definition of a sorted tuple (the merge-sort algorithm).

All these notions are checked with concrete examples in the TH∃OREM∀ sys-
tem and some propositions are automatically proved by the new prover created
in the system.

E.g. We check if the ”generation” axiom that we introduce is correct:

Compute[IT[2 ^ (4 ^ 〈〉)], using→ Axiom["generation"]]
True
Compute[IT[today ^ (is ^ (Monday ^ 〈〉))], using→ Axiom["generation"]]
True

Introduce the definition for concatenation:

Definition["concatenation", any[u, X, Y ],
((〈〉 � Y ) = Y )
(Y � 〈〉 = Y )

((u ^ X) � Y = u ^ (X � Y ))


and test it:

Compute[〈〉 � (6 ^ 〈〉), using→ Definition["concatenation"]]
6 ^ 〈〉

Compute[today ^ (is ^ 〈〉) � a ^ (beautiful ^ (day ^ 〈〉)), using →
Definition["concatenation"]]
today ^ (is ^ (a ^ (beautiful ^ (day ^ 〈〉))))

Introduce the definition for the function that replaces an element from
a tuple

Definition["replace", any[u, v, n, X],
(replaceT[u ^ X, 0, v] = v ^ X)

(replaceT[u ^ X, n, v]) = (u ^ replaceT[X, n− 1, v])

]
and test it using the Compute command:
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Compute[replaceT[(3 ^ (2 ^ 〈〉)), 0, 5], using→ Definition["replace"]]
5 ^ (2 ^ 〈〉)

Compute[replaceT[(3 ^ (3 ^ (3 ^ 〈〉))), 1, 5], using→ Definition["replace"]]
3 ^ (5 ^ (3 ^ 〈〉))

Compute[replaceT[2 ^ (2 ^ (2 ^ 〈〉)), 2, 6], using→ Definition["replace"]]
2 ^ (2 ^ (6 ^ 〈〉))

Compute[replaceT[today ^ (is ^ (First ^ (March ^ (2010 ^ 〈〉)))), 3, June],
using→ Definition["replace"]]
today ^ (is ^ (First ^ (June ^ (2010 ^ 〈〉))))

Introduce the definition for the minimum element from a tuple:

Definition["minimum", any[u, v, T ],
minelem[u ^ 〈〉] = u

(minelem[u ^ (v ^ T )] = minelem[u ^ T ])⇐= (u ≤ v)
minelem[u ^ (v ^ T )] = minelem[v ^ T ]


and test it with the Compute command:

Compute[minelem[1 ^ (2 ^ 〈〉)], using→ {Definition["minimum"]}]
1
Compute[minelem[5 ^ (2 ^ 〈〉)], using→ {Definition["minimum"]}]
2
Compute[minelem[1 ^ (0 ^ (3 ^ 〈〉))], using→ Definition["minimum"]]
0
Compute[minelem[10 ^ (18 ^ (2 ^ (5 ^ 〈〉)))], using→

Definition["minimum"]]
2

Introduce the definition for adding an element at the end of a tuple:

Definition["adding at the end", any[a, b,X],
(〈〉_ b = b ^ 〈〉)

((a ^ X) _ b) = (a ^ (X _ b))

]
and test it with the Compute command:

Compute[〈〉_ 6, using→ Definition["adding at the end"]]
6 ^ 〈〉
Compute[(2 ^ (3 ^ 〈〉)) _ 6, using→ Definition["adding at the end"]]
2 ^ (3 ^ (6 ^ 〈〉))

Compute[(a ^ (b ^ (b ^ (c ^ 〈〉)))) _ End, using→
Definition["adding at the end"]]
a ^ (b ^ (b ^ (c ^ (End ^ 〈〉))))
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Introduce the definition for the reverse of a tuple:

Definition["reverse", any[u, X],
reverseT[〈〉] = 〈〉

reverseT[u ^ X] = reverseT[X] _ u

]
and test it:

Compute[reverseT[1 ^ (8 ^ (3 ^ (4 ^ 〈〉)))],
using→ {Definition["reverse"], Definition["adding at the end"]}]
4 ^ (3 ^ (8 ^ (1 ^ 〈〉)))
Compute[reverseT[Hagenberg ^ (of ^ (Castle ^ (the ^ 〈〉)))],

using→ {Definition["reverse"], Definition["adding at the end"]}]
the ^ (Castle ^ (of ^ (Hagenberg ^ 〈〉)))

Introduce the merge-sort algorithm and all the notions that we need:

Definition["simple tuple", any[u, X],
is[〈〉] = True

is[u ^ 〈〉] = True
is[u ^ X] = False


Definition["parts of the tuple", any[u, v, X],

ps[〈〉] = 〈〉
ps[u ^ 〈〉] = u ^ 〈〉

ps[u ^ (v ^ X)] = u ^ ps[X]
pd[〈〉] = 〈〉

pd[u ^ 〈〉] = 〈〉
pd[u ^ (v ^ X)] = v ^ pd[X]


Algorithm["combine the parts of the tuple", any[u, v,X, Y ],

comp[〈〉, 〈〉] = 〈〉
comp[〈〉, v ^ Y ] = v ^ Y
comp[u ^ X, 〈〉] = u ^ X

(comp[u ^ X, v ^ Y ] = u ^ comp[X, v ^ Y ])⇐ u ≤ v
comp[u ^ X, v ^ Y ] = v ^ comp[u ^ X, Y ]


Add the algorithm:

Algorithm["sorting merge-sort", any[X],
msort[〈〉] = 〈〉

(msort[X] = X)⇐ is[X]
msort[X] = comp[msort[ps[X]], msort[pd[X]]]


and check if it is correct:

Compute[msort[7 ^ (4 ^ (5 ^ (2 ^ (6 ^ (1 ^ (3 ^ 〈〉))))))], using →
{Definition["simple tuple(C)"], Definition["parts of the tuple(C)"],
Algorithm["combine the parts of the tuple"], Algorithm["sorting merge-sort"]}]
1 ^ (2 ^ (3 ^ (4 ^ (5 ^ (6 ^ (7 ^ 〈〉))))))
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2.2 Reasoning—the new prover ”TuplesProverTM”

We created a prover, ”TuplesProverTM”, in the TH∃OREM∀ system that ge-
nerates automatically some proofs of the propositions occurring in the process
of theory exploration. This prover combines some of the existing provers with
rewriting rules.

E.g. Introduce the Proposition ”simple tuple” and prove it using the theory
”tuples axioms” that contains the two axioms ”generation” and ”unicity” by the
prover ”TuplesProverTM”:

Proposition["simple tuple", IT[a ^ (b ^ (c ^ (b ^ (b ^ 〈〉))))]]

Prove[Proposition["simple tuple"], using→ Theory["tuples axioms"],
by→ TuplesProverTM]//Last//Timing
{0.452Second, proved}

Introduce the Proposition ”equality”:

Proposition["equality",

∀
a,IT[X],IT[Y ]

((X = Y )⇒ (a ^ X = a ^ Y ))
]

and prove it by the prover ”TuplesProverTM”:

Prove[Proposition["equality"], using→ Theory["tuples axioms"],
by→ TuplesProverTM]//Last//Timing
{0.452Second, proved}

Also, Introduce and prove the proposition:

Proposition["singleton f", ∀
u,IT[X]

(〈u〉 � X = u ^ X)
]

Prove[Proposition["singleton f"], using→ {Theory["tuple 3"],
Definition["singleton"]}, by→ TuplesProverTM, //Last
proved

Details about the implementation and the proofs you can see in [15].

3 Synthesis of algorithms on tuples – Top-Down
Exploration

In this section we give a general description of our approach and a case study in
synthesis of the insertion-sort algorithm using the method that we present.

In Program synthesis we deal with the question ”Given a specification how
one can find an executable program that satisfies the specification”. There are
different methods for synthesize programs in computational logic, see [2]. We use
the constructive synthesis. This means that from the specification we generate
a conjecture, prove the conjecture and from the proof extract the algorithm.

The novel specific feature of our approach is applying a method for proving
the conjecture like in a ”cascade”.
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3.1 Proof based synthesis

We start from the specification of the problem (input and output condition).
Given the Problem Specification:

Input: IF [X]
Output: OF [X, Y ]

find the definition of F such that ∀
X:IF

OF [X, F [X]].

Please note that we use square brackets for function application and for
predicate application as in f [x], instead of the usual round parantheses as in
f(x). Moreover the quantifier variable may be qualified with a property, as in
the formula above which stands for: (∀X)(IF [X] =⇒ OF [X, F [X]]).

We synthesize F by proving ∀
X:IF

∃
Y
OF [X, Y ] by some induction principle

(which is not automatically chosen).
We represent a tuple like an element added to a tuple. By the notations we

understand: 〈〉 the empty tuple, by a ^ 〈〉 a tuple having one single element, by
a ^ X we understand an element added to the tuple X. This notation allows to
use only first order predicate logic.

Base case: We prove ∃
Y
OF [〈〉, Y ]. If the proof succeeds to find a ground term

R such that OF [〈〉, R], then we know that F [〈〉] = R.

Induction step: We take arbitrary but fixed a and X0 (satisfying IF ), we
assume ∃

Y
OF [X0, Y ] and we prove ∃

Y
OF [a ^ X0, Y ]. We Skolemise the assump-

tion by introducing a new constant Y0 for the existential Y . If the proof suc-
ceeds to find a witness T [a, X0, Y0] (term depending on a, X0, and Y0) such that
OF [a ^ X0, T [a, X0, Y0]], then we know that F [a ^ X] = T [a, X, F [X]].

Extracting the algorithm: Finally the algorithm that we extract from the
proof is:

F [X] =
{

R, ifX = 〈〉
T [a, X, F [X]], ifX 6= 〈〉

In the induction step the problem will be reduced into smaller and smaller
problems in case we cannot find directly the witness. Then we create a new
problem (that is simpler) and we apply the same method. This process is re-
peated and the method is applied like in a ”cascade”. Finally our problem is
that simple that the appropriate functions for constructing the witness term can
be found in the knowledge base. From the proof we extract the algorithm as a
case distinction equality in which the witnesses found during the proof occur on
the right hand side.

During the proof we detect various propositions that we need for the proof
to succeed. We prove these propositions and after that introduce them into the
knowledge and use them in the proof. We will not go into details in this paper for
the process of inventing propositions. We just want to mention that by adding
propositions to the knowledge base we explore the theory. So the process of
proving is paralleled to the process of building the theory.
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3.2 Case study: Synthesis of Insertion-Sort

Problem Specification:
IInsertionSort[X] : True

OInsertionSort[X, Y ] :
{

X ≈ Y
IsSorted[Y ]

The notation X ≈ Y means that X has the same elements as Y and IsSorted[Y ]
means that Y is the sorted version of X.

Our knowledge base contains the definitions: " ≈ " (having the same ele-
ments), "IsSorted", "/" (an element is member into a tuple), "dfo" (delete first
occurrence of an element from a tuple):

Definition
[
" ≈ ", any[a, X, Y ],

〈〉 ≈ 〈〉
((a ^ X) ≈ Y )⇐⇒ ((a / Y ) ∧X ≈ dfo[a, Y ])

]
Definition

[
"IsSorted", any[a, b,X],

IsSorted[〈〉]
IsSorted[a ^ 〈〉]

IsSorted[a ^ (b ^ X)]⇐⇒ ((a ≤ b) ∧ IsSorted[b ^ X])


Definition

[
" / ", any[a, b,X],

a 6 〈〉
a / a ^ X

(a 6= b) =⇒ ((a / b ^ X)⇐⇒ (a / X))


Definition

[
"dfo", any[a, b,X],

dfo[a, 〈〉] = 〈〉
dfo[a, a ^ X] = X

(a 6= b) =⇒ (dfo[a, b ^ X] = b ^ dfo[a, X])


In order to synthesize the sorting algorithm we generate the conjecture (by

convention in this paper this is written in the TH∃OREM∀ system, see [8]):

Proposition
[
"problem InsertionSort", ∀

X
∃
Y

{
X ≈ Y

IsSorted[Y ]

]
and try to prove it.
It is sufficient to prove the proposition ”problem InsertionSort” because we

do not take into consideration the type of the objects. We consider that all the
objects are tuples and not checking the type does not influence the proof (that
is why the input condition is IInsertionSort[X] : True and not IInsertionSort[X] :
Xistuple.

For proving the proposition "problem InsertionSort" we use the induction
principle: (P [〈〉]

∧
∀

a,X
(P [X] =⇒ P [a ^ X])) =⇒ ∀

X
P [X].
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The induction principle is in second order logic, but by instantiation it be-
comes first order.

Base case: X=〈〉

Prove ∃
Y

{
〈〉 ≈ Y

IsSorted[Y ]

Find witness Y ? such that
{

〈〉 ≈ Y ? (G1.1)
IsSorted

[
Y ?
]

(G1.2)
We take our first goal (G1.1) and try to do matching with the knowledge

base. By matching 〈〉 ≈ 〈〉 (from the definition " ≈ ") with 〈〉 ≈ Y ? we find
witness Y ? =〈〉.

We take this witness and ckeck it in the second goal (G1.2).
Check for (G1.2): IsSorted[〈〉] is true by definition "IsSorted".

So, we obtain a branch of the algorithm S[〈〉]=〈〉. (*)
Induction Step:

Assume:
{

X0 ≈ Y0 (H1.1)
IsSorted [Y0] (H1.2) and

Prove:
{

a ^ X0 ≈ Y
IsSorted[Y ] (G)

Find witness Y ? such that:
{

a ^ X0 ≈ Y ?

IsSorted
[
Y ?
]

We rewrite this by the definition " ≈ " and we must prove:a / Y ? (G2.1)
X0 ≈ dfo

[
a, Y ?

]
(G2.2)

IsSorted
[
Y ?
]

(G2.3)
Theory must contain the propositions:

Proposition
[
"IsElem in Insertion", ∀

a,X
(a / Insertion[a, X])

]

Proposition
[
"The same elements in Insertion",

∀
a,X,Y

((X ≈ Y ) =⇒ (X ≈ dfo[a, Insertion[a, Y ]]))
]

Proposition
[
"Sorting using Insertion",

∀
a,X

(IsSorted[X] =⇒ IsSorted[Insertion[a, X]])
]

We instantiate proposition "IsElem in Insertion" and we obtain:
a / Insertion[a, X0] (H2.1).
By matching (H2.1) with (G2.1) we find witness Y ?=Insertion[a,Y0].

Check for (G2.2): X0 ≈ dfo [a, Insertion [a, Y0]].
We instantiate "The same elements in Insertion" and we know:

(X0 ≈ Y0)=⇒(X0 ≈ dfo[a, Insertion[a, Y0]]) (H2.2)
By (H2.2), (H1.1), by Modus Ponens we know:

X0 ≈ dfo[a, Insertion[a, Y0]] (H2.3) that is the same with (G2.2).
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Check for (G2.3): IsSorted [Insertion [a, Y0]]
Instantiate proposition "Sorting using Insertion" and we know:

IsSorted[Y0]=⇒IsSorted[Insertion[a, Y0]] (H2.4)
By (H2.4), (H1.2), by Modus Ponens we obtain:
IsSorted[Insertion[a, Y0]] that is the same with (G2.3).

Case when we know the function "Insertion" The theory contains also
the definition "Insertion":

Definition["Insertion", any[a, b,X],
Insertion[a, 〈〉] = a ^ 〈〉

(a ≤ b) =⇒ (Insertion[a, b ^ X] = a ^ (b ^ X))
(a > b) =⇒ (Insertion[a, b ^ X] = b ^ Insertion[a, X])


We match this definition and we obtain our witness and if the knowledge

have this definition this means that it contains also the properties for satisfying
the conditions to be the witness. So, we obtain: S[a^X0] = Insertion [a, Y0] (**)

By (*), (**) and by the transformation rules X0 −→ X, Y0 −→ S[X] we

extract the algorithm: ∀
a,X

{
S[〈〉] = 〈〉

S[a ^ X] = Insertion[a,S[X]]

Case when we do not know the function "Insertion" In this case the
problem is reduced into a simpler problem (synthesize the function insertion).

We write X as an element a added to the tuple T. The input condition is
extended (by adding that T is sorted) and the output condition remains the
same.

Reduced Problem:Reduced Problem:Reduced Problem:
Problem Specification: (X: a,T)

IInsertion[a, T ] : IsSorted[T]

OInsertion[a, T, Y ] :
{

a ^ T ≈ Y
IsSorted[Y ]

Generate the conjecture:

Proposition["reduced problem Insertion",

∀
a,T

(IsSorted[T ] =⇒ ∃
Y

((a ^ T ≈ Y ) ∧ IsSorted[Y ]))
]

Prove the proposition "reduced problem Insertion" by induction over T.
We use the Induction Principle Head/Tail (Decomposition)

T:
{

〈〉 (P [〈〉])
b ^ T (P [T ] =⇒ P [b ^ T ])

We take a arbitrary, but fixed and we start to prove.
Base case: T=〈〉

Prove ∃
Y

{
a ^ 〈〉 ≈ Y
IsSorted[Y ]

Find witness Y ? such that
{

a ^ 〈〉 ≈ Y ? (G3)
IsSorted

[
Y ?
]

(G4)
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We take our first goal (G3) and try to do matching with the knowledge
base.

Theory must contain the proposition:

Proposition
[
"reflexivity in ≈ ", ∀

X
(X ≈ X)

]
We use the proposition "reflexivity in ≈ " and by matching with (G3) we find
witness Y ? = a ^ 〈〉.

Check for (G4): IsSorted[a^ 〈〉]. This is true by the definition "IsSorted".
So, we obtain Insertion[a, 〈〉] = a ^ 〈〉. (*I*)

Induction Step: T: b^T

Assume: IsSorted[T]=⇒∃
Y

{
a ^ T ≈ Y
IsSorted[Y ] (H*4)

Prove: IsSorted[b^T]=⇒ ∃
Y

(
a ^ (b ^ T ) ≈ Y

IsSorted[Y ]

)
(G*4)

For proving (G*4) we assume IsSorted[b^T] (H4) and

prove: ∃
Y

(
a ^ (b ^ T ) ≈ Y

IsSorted[Y ]

)
(G4)

By (H4) and "property of sort", by Modus Ponens we obtain IsSorted[T] (H5).
The theory must contain the proposition:

Proposition
[
"property of sort", ∀

a,X
(IsSorted[a ^ X] =⇒ IsSorted[X])

]
From (H5), (H*4), by Modus Ponens we know: ∃

Y

{
a ^ T ≈ Y
IsSorted[Y ] (H6)

In (H6), by Skolem we obtain:
{

a ^ T ≈ Y0 (H6.1)
IsSorted [Y0] (H6.2)

By the definition " ≈ " we rewrite (H6.1) into:

a / Y0 (H7.1)
T ≈ dfo [a, Y0] (H7.2)
IsSorted [Y0] (H6.2)

For proving (G4):

Find witness Y ? such that
{

a ^ (b ^ T ) ≈ Y ?(G4.1)
IsSorted

[
Y ?
]

(G4.2)

Alternative I:Alternative I:Alternative I:
Using proposition "reflexivity in ≈" we do matching in (G4.1) and obtain wit-
ness: Y ? = a ^ (b ^ T ).

Check in (G4.2): IsSorted[a^(b^T)].
By definition "IsSorted" we have to prove: (a≤b) ∧ IsSorted[b^T].
IsSorted[b^T] is true by (H4).
So, (a≤b)=⇒ Y ? = a ^ (b ^ T ) and we obtain:

Insertion[a,b^T]=a^(b^T) iff a≤b. (*II*)

Alternative II:Alternative II:Alternative II:
By IsSorted [Y0 ] (H6.2), a / Y0 (H7.1) and by ¬(a≤b) (from the proposition
”order”), and if we consider that a is the smallest element from Y0, we can use
the property "Sorting II" and we obtain that IsSorted [b ^ Y0] (H5).
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The theory must contain the propositions:

Proposition
[
"order", ∀

a,b

(¬(a ≤ b)) =⇒ (a > b)
a > b =⇒ a 6= b

]
Proposition["Sorting II",

∀
a,b,X

((IsSorted[b ^ X] ∧ (b / (b ^ X)) ∧ (a ≤ b)) =⇒ IsSorted[a ^ (b ^ X)])
]

We do matching of (H5) with (G4.2) and we obtain witness Y ? = b ^ Y0.
Check in (G4.1): a^(b^T)≈b ^ Y0.
By the definition " ≈ " we rewrite this into:{

a / b ^ Y0 (G4.12)
b ^ T ≈ dfo [a, b ^ Y0] (G4.13)

By the proposition ”order” we know that a 6=b (H5.1).
By (H5.1) and by the definition " / " in (G4.12) we must prove that

a / Y0 that is true by (H7.1).
Check for (G4.13):
By the definition "dfo" and by (H5.1) we rewrite (G4.13) into:

b ^ T ≈ b ^ dfo [a, Y0] (G4.14)
By proposition "dfo ≈ " we have to prove:

T ≈ dfo [a, Y0 ] that is true by (H7.2).
Theory must contain the proposition:

Proposition
[
"dfo ≈ ", ∀

a,T,X
((a ^ T ≈ a ^ X) =⇒ (T ≈ X))

]
So, our witness is correct: Y ? = b ^ Y0.

We obtain Insertion[a,b^T]=b^Y0 iff a>b. (*III*)

From (*I*), (*II*), (*III*) and by the transformation rules
Y0−→Insertion[a, T], T−→X we obtain the algorithm:

∀
a,b,X

 Insertion[a, 〈〉] = a ^ 〈〉

Insertion[a, b ^ X]=
{

a ^ (b ^ X), a ≤ b
b ^ Insertion[a, X] , a > b


4 Conclusion and Future Work

We presented in this paper the systematic exploration of Tuple Theory. In section
2 we describe the way how one can build the theory of tuples starting from
two axioms, the ”generation” and the ”unicity” axioms, by adding new notions
and properties of these notions in the frame of the TH∃OREM∀ system. We
check all the new notions introduce and also we prove some of the propositions
introduced by the prover created in the TH∃OREM∀ system. In section 3 we
describe how one can build the theory of tuples by synthesizing algorithms on
tuples, in particular the synthesis of insertion-sort algorithm. The problem was
reduced into simpler problems and we apply the same method like in a ”cascade”.
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During the proof we introduce in the knowledge base the propositions that we
need to continue the proof, in this way the process of proving is paralleled to
the process of theory exploration.

The method for synthesize algorithms presented here and also the case study
on synthesis of the insertion-sort algorithm are subject for implementation in
the frame of the TH∃OREM∀ system. We plan to extend this work by investi-
gating other tuple operations and other sorting algorithms (like e.g. merge-sort
algorithm).
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